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Icame 34 - Icame 34 - USC
The research groups Variation, Linguistic
Change and Grammaticalization and Spertus
from the Department of English and German
at the University of Santiago de Compostela
are organizing the 34th ICAME conference in

Santiago de Compostela from 22-26 May 2013.
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Jobs: Semantics, Syntax: Post Doc, University
of Graz » Applied ...
“ Jobs: Semantics, Syntax: Post Doc, University of Graz. Date:
Wed, 19 Sep 2012 12:37:49. From: Remus Gergel
[remus.gergel@uni-graz.at] Subject: Semantics, Syntax: Post
Doc, University of Graz, Graz, Austria.”
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Pascual Pérez-Paredes research: The evidence
is now in: the explicit teaching of grammar
rules leads to better learning

What really interests me is the fact that such
specialized topic has been discussed in a
newspaper. I must say that we find these days
more and more linguistics in everyday media
and news, possibly one of the effects of

globalization, "viral" language learning and the attention to
apllied sciences.
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goFLUENT - goFLUENT reveals the Importance
of High Frequency Vocabulary to Language
Learning

Dr Browne is an acknowledged specialist in
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Discursive Politics: Language with a Spin
“ A project sponsored by the Austrian Science
Fund FWF has made a detailed investigation
on what viewers understand and how they
evaluate the statements of politicians during
televised debates. To this effect, software-
assisted conversation analysis established how
the individual social knowledge of viewers

nurtures the interpretations - and reinterpretations - of
political statements. For the first time, the roles played by
differing interpretive frames in our comprehension of political
reality were able to be assessed realistically and in detail.”
Read more at: http://phys.org/news/2012-09-discursive-
politics-language.html#jCp
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Lemma.com
Lemma.com is your online
dictionary defined by you. A
world of words characterised by
free and quick access. Easy to
use, dynamic, always updated
and of course available
everywhere. We might be
experts in bringing words
online but only you can bring
them to life.
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Time to stop avoiding grammar rules
“ The evidence is now in: explicit teaching of
grammar leads to better learning...”
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